Distribution and medullary projection of respiratory neurons in the dorsolateral pons of the rat.
The dorsolateral pons around the parabrachial nucleus including the Kölliker-Fuse nucleus is closely linked with the medullary respiratory center and plays an important role in respiratory control. We aimed to elucidate the firing properties, detailed distributions, and medullary projections of pontine respiratory neurons in pentobarbitone-anesthetized, paralyzed, and artificially ventilated rats with intact vagi. A total of 235 respiratory neurons were recorded from the dorsolateral pons in and around the Kölliker-Fuse nucleus. Six types of firing patterns were identified: inspiratory, expiratory-inspiratory phase spanning, inspiratory-expiratory phase spanning, decrementing expiratory, augmenting expiratory, and whole-phase expiratory patterns. Of these, the inspiratory neurons and the expiratory-inspiratory phase spanning neurons, which constituted the largest population (61%), were characterized most carefully by changing lung inflation levels, since under some conditions both showed similar firing patterns. Many (58%) of the 133 respiratory neurons examined were antidromically activated by electrical stimulation of the medulla. They were activated from the ventrolateral medulla around the ventral respiratory group and the Bötzinger complex and from the dorsomedial medulla around the nucleus tractus solitarii and the hypoglossal nucleus. The projections to the dorsomedial medulla were bilateral in many cases, and those to the ventrolateral medulla were unilateral. Of these medullary projections, two specific projections could be characterized in detail. First, many expiratory-inspiratory phase spanning neurons projected to the hypoglossal nucleus, suggesting that these pontine neurons are important premotor neurons of the hypoglossal motoneurons. This projection explains well the hypoglossal inspiratory activity, which is often dissociated from the phrenic inspiratory activity. Second, most whole-phase expiratory neurons that were distributed medially to the KF nucleus sent their axons toward the spinal cord via the midline medulla. These findings provide a new insight into the pontine control of medullary and spinal respiratory function.